N.J. Mackintosh was best known for his contribution to the associative theory of learning. His most cited book on the subject (*The Psychology of Animal Learning*, Mackintosh, 1974) induced one reviewer (Weisman, 1975) to refer to it (or possibly to him) as ‘the compleat associationist’. The theoretical approach implicit in that book was made explicit in his next (and next most cited), which was entitled *Conditioning and Associative Learning* (Mackintosh, 1983). Given knowledge only of this background, a newcomer to the field might be a little surprised to learn that much, perhaps the bulk, of Mackintosh’s own experimental work was concerned with the role of perceptual processes in learning (and of learning processes in perception) rather than with associative learning directly. But reading a little more widely would soon eliminate the surprise. Thus in a review article published in 1997, summarizing the previous 50 years of work on learning theory, Mackintosh (1997) wrote,

‘Once cognisance is taken of the ways in which stimuli can be represented, associative models are powerful explanatory systems’ (Mackintosh, 1997, p. 884).

Mackintosh’s first major contribution in this area, work done in collaboration with his mentor Stuart Sutherland, was a theoretical and experimental analysis of how learning processes can modify the attention paid to stimuli, and how changes in attention can control the course of discrimination learning (Sutherland & Mackintosh, 1971). The central idea was that the attention controlled by an aspect of a stimulus display would increase if that aspect gave information about – was a good predictor of – subsequent events. This idea was developed and formalized in an influential paper published a few years later (Mackintosh,
In this formal theory, each stimulus was given an **associability** parameter (α) that increased when this stimulus predicted an outcome better than other stimuli and decreased when the reverse was true. The associability of a stimulus determined the readiness with which that stimulus would enter into associations. This simple idea proved fruitful and has been long-lived. For example, the special issue of this journal published in 2003, to commemorate Mackintosh’s retirement (see also Dickinson & McLaren, 2003), included a demonstration of a transfer effect (later called ‘learned predictiveness’) in human causal learning that followed directly from the application of Mackintosh’s theory (Le Pelley & McLaren, 2003).

The 1975 theory was concerned with the attentional/perceptual changes that occurred as a consequence of reinforced training, with a focus on the discrimination learning procedure, in which different stimuli are associated with different outcomes. But perceptual learning effects can be obtained by, indeed are sometimes uniquely identified as being a consequence of, mere exposure to stimuli (Hall, 1991). The case that has been most studied is that in which appropriately scheduled exposure to a pair of similar stimuli enhances a subject’s ability to discriminate between them (or, equivalently, reduces the extent of generalization between them). Mackintosh’s later theorizing (developed in association with McLaren; e.g., McLaren, Kaye, & Mackintosh, 1989; McLaren & Mackintosh, 2000) dealt with such effects. In this article, we begin by reviewing this theory and alternatives to it, as they were discussed in the special issue of *QJEP* published in 2003 (see Hall, 2003). We then take the story forward to deal with new experimental findings and theoretical notions that have emerged since then.

### The position in 2003

The basic observation that we sought to explain was that animals (or people – see Mitchell & Hall, 2014) are better able to discriminate between similar stimuli when they have previously been exposed to them. For rats, the procedure that has been used routinely involved enhancing the similarity of two tastes (e.g., vanilla and almond) by adding a common taste (e.g., saline) to them. The compounds are then referred to as AX and BX, where A and B are the distinguishing features, and X the features they hold in common. Discrimination between the compounds can be assessed by using one (AX) as the conditioned stimulus (CS) in a flavour-aversion procedure. If the aversion fails to generalize to BX in a subsequent test, we conclude that the subject can discriminate BX from AX. Prior exposure, particularly when it is arranged according to a schedule in which AX and BX are presented in alternation, promotes such discrimination.

Mackintosh and his colleagues attempted to account for this effect in terms of known principles of associative learning. Thus, McLaren et al. (1989) pointed out that, according to standard accounts of conditioning, alternating exposure to AX and BX will establish a set of connections among the various elements of the stimuli. Critically, for present purposes, it will establish inhibitory links between A and B – the presence of A in the AX compound predicts the absence of B and the presence of B predicts the absence of A. These inhibitory links would act to reduce generalization between AX and BX. Without them, the representation of B (activated by the presence of X) would acquire strength during conditioning, and the representation of A (also activated by X) would contribute to performance on test.

There is experimental evidence to confirm aspects of this analysis (e.g., Dwyer & Mackintosh, 2002; Dwyer, Bennett, & Mackintosh, 2001), but Hall (2003) argued that it could not be a complete explanation, as there were procedures in which a perceptual learning effect could be obtained but where this mutual inhibition process could not be responsible. For example, Blair and Hall (2003; see also Hall, Blair, & Artigas, 2006; Rodriguez, Blair, & Hall, 2008) trained a novel stimulus (Y) as a CS and then tested the effects of superimposing the unique element of a preexposed stimulus element on this CS (e.g., they gave BY on test). They demonstrated that B was particularly effective in suppressing the conditioned response (CR) normally controlled by Y. They suggested that the preexposure had enhanced the perceptual effectiveness of the B element with the result that it was better able to interfere with the response governed by the conditioned element, Y. The inhibitory mechanism proposed by McLaren et al. (1989) depends on the use of a procedure in which the AX compound is trained as a CS – the ability of B to inhibit A on test will only be relevant if A has acquired some associative strength. But the result of Blair and Hall shows an effect of intermixed preexposure to AX and BX on a test where this mechanism could not operate.

Hall (2003) suggested, therefore, that an important consequence of alternating exposure to AX and BX was that it enhanced the perceptual effectiveness (or salience) of A and B – or at least that it helped to maintain their salience, given that exposure to the stimuli constitutes an habituation training procedure that might normally be expected to bring about a reduction in effective salience. Subsequent work has generated some experimental evidence to support the proposal that the salience of A and B will be high after alternating exposure to AX and BX. Artigas, Sansa, Blair, Hall, and Prados (2006) gave rats training in which the elements A and B were presented together, and the strength of the association formed between them was assessed by endowing one element with motivational properties and testing the response controlled by the other. It was found that alternating prior exposure to AX and BX allowed subsequent A–B pairings to produce a particularly strong A–B association. Artigas et al. (2006) concluded...
that preexposure had maintained or enhanced the effective salience of the unique stimulus elements. The broad conclusion reached by Hall (2003) was that here was a potentially critical source of the perceptual learning effect. A learning mechanism that enhances the effective salience specifically of the unique features of a pair of stimuli will, of course, facilitate discrimination between them.

Mechanisms for changing stimulus salience

It now becomes necessary to specify the mechanism responsible for producing changes in stimulus salience. One way of expressing the effect of preexposure is to say that it constitutes an increase in the ability of unique stimulus features to command attention. If subjects attend preferentially to A and B rather than X, then they will be better able to learn a discrimination in which AX signals one outcome and BX another; that is, learning new things about the cues would be enhanced. And a tendency to attend to the unique element when it is superimposed on some other stimulus (as in the experiment by Blair & Hall, 2003, described above) would detract from the ability of that stimulus to evoke its response; that is, performance of a response already acquired would be modified. Given this analysis, it is appropriate to consider the application of theories of attention in associative learning. We begin with the senior example, the forerunner of several similar theories (e.g., George & Pearce, 2012; Le Pelley, 2004; Pearce & Hall, 1980) – that proposed by Mackintosh (1975).

As we mentioned previously, Mackintosh (1975) supposed that the α-value of a stimulus will increase when it is a good predictor of its outcome and decrease when it is not. In preexposure experiments, AX and BX are not followed by outcomes, but we could still apply the theory if we allow a role for within-event learning and consider the extent to which one element of compound stimulus ‘predicts’ the presence of another. In this case, we might say that X is a poor predictor of its partners (appearing sometimes with A and sometimes with B), and so its α-value might decline. On the other hand, a regime of exposure to AX and BX can be seen as consisting of continuous reinforcement of the associations (A-X and B-X) by which the unique features are established as consistent predictors of their associate (X). Accordingly, the α-values of A and B might increase.

This account has the merit of simplicity and arises from a theory developed for, and applicable to, other training situations. But it was not an implication of the theory that Mackintosh developed himself. Perhaps this was because the α parameter was thought of principally as a learning-rate parameter, the associability of the stimulus determining (obviously) how readily it entered into associations. In perceptual learning procedures, the attentional change is one that affects performance, not just the rate of new learning. Whether for this reason or some other, the theory later developed by Mackintosh (McLaren et al., 1989; McLaren & Mackintosh, 2000) made use of a different mechanism, referred to as salience modulation, that explicitly modulates the degree of activation of the node representing a stimulus, and this affects both learning and performance.

In outline, the proposal was as follows. Activation of a representational unit can be produced by external input (the application of its relevant stimulus) and also by internal input derived from activity in other units with which it is associated. Repeated presentation of a stimulus allows its various elements to become linked together and thus increases internal activation. The difference between the internal and external inputs is assumed to determine the magnitude of a ‘boost’ applied to the external input. A novel stimulus lacking associates will receive a substantial boost, a familiar stimulus will not. On the face of things, this mechanism might seem to predict that the effective salience of A and B will necessarily decline during exposure, but the standard exposure procedure, involving alternations of AX and BX, ensures that this is not so. With this procedure, the associations formed between X and A, and between X and B, mean that, on alternate trials, the set of units representing A (or B) is activated associatively, in the absence of the cue itself. According to the learning rule used by the theory, associative activation of units will reduce the strength of a connection between them. Such extinction will reduce the strength of connections among the various elements that constitute stimulus A (or B). Internal inputs will therefore be reduced and thus the salience boost will be restored when the stimulus is next encountered.

This general account has a number of strengths and weaknesses. It is a strength that it directly addresses the important issue of stimulus unitization, long accepted as an important component of perceptual learning (and returning to prominence in some recent accounts; see, for example, Hall, 2008; Mitchell & Hall, 2014). It may also be seen as a strength that it supplies an account of latent inhibition, in that a novel stimulus, being the beneficiary of the salience boost system, will be learned about more readily than a familiar stimulus, the elements of which will be predicted by within-stimulus associations or associations with the context of training. It should be noted, however, that this aspect of the theory can be seen as a strength only by ignoring the evidence indicating that latent inhibition is determined not (or not only) by the extent to which the target stimulus is predicted, but (also) by its past history as a predictor (e.g., Hall & Rodriguez, 2010; Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980). And it is, perhaps, a weakness that a critical aspect of the application to perceptual learning depends on adopting a learning rule that is far from secure. That is, it is necessary to assume that simultaneous associative activation of two stimulus elements will weaken an excitatory link between them. But according to Wagner (1981), no learning will occur
under these circumstances, and according to others (Dickinson & Burke, 1996; Shevill & Hall, 2004), the link may actually be strengthened.

The account of salience modulation offered by Hall (2003) avoids the problems of the mechanism proposed by McLaren and Mackintosh (2000), but at the expense, it must be admitted, of failing to specify any mechanism at all. Hall’s starting point was that the training procedure used to produce perceptual learning can be seen as an instance of habituation consisting, as it does, simply of repeated presentation of a stimulus (or stimuli). In studies of habituation, the dependent variable is usually the magnitude of the unconditioned response (UR) evoked by the stimulus. There are various accounts of the source of the decline in the UR (see, for example, Thompson, 2009) but the consensus is probably that it reflects a reduction in the sensitivity of the node representing the stimulus, or in other words, a decline in the effective salience of the stimulus (see Hall & Rodríguez, 2017). The preexposure phase of a perceptual learning experiment can thus be expected to produce a reduction in the effective salience of the cues. The challenge is to explain why the distinctive features of the cues should be immune to this effect – why exposure to AX and BX should leave A and B with high (or relatively high) salience.

Hall’s (2003) answer to this question was to propose that in some circumstances habituation might go into reverse. Specifically, he proposed that different forms of activation of a stimulus node would have different effects. Direct activation, by presentation of the stimulus itself, is, of course, habituation training, and this will result in a loss of sensitivity. Indirect or associative activation of the node (by presentation of an event that has previously been associated with the target stimulus), it was suggested, would have the opposite effect, increasing sensitivity, and restoring or enhancing stimulus salience. The procedure of presenting intermixed trials with AX and BX is one that ensures that the nodes representing A and B will receive repeated associative activation, whereas X will not. Thus, the salience of the common stimulus elements will decline and that of the unique elements will be sustained or enhanced.

Hall’s (2003) assumption about reverse habituation seemed to fit the facts (see also Hall, Prados, & Sansa, 2005), but it remains just that – an assumption. No mechanism was specified. Perhaps, this is not surprising in that no mechanism was specified for the basic phenomenon of habituation; again it was simply assumed that that repeated direct activation of a node would reduce its sensitivity. A first step in devising a better-specified theory of the effects of preexposure would be to consider the nature of habituation itself.

**Habituation and extinction**

Habituation is found in a wide range of procedures (from gill withdrawal in *Aplysia* to the human orienting response [OR]), and it seems likely that a range of mechanisms will be involved. Accordingly, we do not suppose that the account we discuss next will apply to all cases, or even be sole process operating in the experimental procedures of direct interest in this context. At present, it is offered chiefly as an avenue worth exploring. We begin with consideration of seemingly different phenomena – extinction and latent inhibition.

**Extinction and latent inhibition**

When a CS evokes a CR, standard associative theory attributes this to the ability of the CS to activate the node representing the unconditioned stimulus (US). If the CS is repeatedly presented alone, extinction occurs and the strength of the CR declines. This effect is commonly attributed to an inhibitory process. In the formulation of Konorski (1967; see also Pearce & Hall, 1980), the CS comes to activate a centre (‘no-US’) that is antagonistic to, and inhibits activation of, the US centre. How, if at all, does the loss of responding evident in extinction relate to the loss of responding that signifies the occurrence of habituation? One possibility is found in the theory proposed by Hall and Rodriguez (2010) as part of an account of latent inhibition.

Hall and Rodriguez (2010) postulated that any novel stimulus will activate the representation of some consequent event, and that this activation is responsible for the UR observed (for stimuli that are powerful enough to evoke some response). Frequently, the UR will be defensive, or for less salient stimuli, investigatory (an OR). The nature of the node activated by the stimulus is taken to be a generic representation of ‘an event’, and, although it was allowed that even a novel stimulus could, by way of generalization, activate a range of more specific nodes, the one most strongly activated would be that for ‘an event’. Given this associative structure, it is natural to assume that the process that operates during extinction of a CR will also operate during nonreinforced presentations of a novel stimulus (Hall & Rodriguez, 2017; see also Lingawi, Westbrook, & Laurent, 2016). That is, the novel stimulus will arouse the expectation of ‘an event’, but in the absence of any consequence, inhibitory learning will occur to negate this false expectation. In terms of the theory, the stimulus will come to activate a ‘no event’ representation that inhibits that for ‘event’. The stimulus will then be unable to activate the representation responsible for the original UR; that is, habituation will be observed.

Hall and Rodriguez (2010) developed this theory as an account of latent inhibition. They pointed out that, according to the original Pearce-Hall (1980) model, the associability of a stimulus will be high when it is novel, but will decline as it comes to predict its consequence accurately. (It may be noted that this rule for change in associability, α, is quite the opposite of that proposed by Mackintosh, 1975.) Habituation training is a procedure that allows
expectation to come to match reality, and accordingly, we can expect that \( \alpha \) will decline as a result of nonreinforced exposure to a stimulus. Further learning with this stimulus as a CS will thus proceed slowly (the latent inhibition effect). An implication of this analysis is that habituation training changes not only the representations activated by the stimulus (i.e., reduces the expectation of ‘an event’), but it also modifies the properties of the target stimulus itself (produces a decline in \( \alpha \)).

**Changes in URs**

Modification in the properties of the target stimulus can be expected to produce changes in the UR it evokes, a decline in the UR being, of course, the basic behavioural sign of habituation. Studies of various examples of habituation have shown, however, that the decline is not always simple, and that it can differ for different classes of UR.

Some URs appear to reflect the value of the associability of the stimulus. Specifically, when the stimulus is one that evokes an obvious OR, this response has been found to change over the course of repeated presentations in a way that fits with the theory just outlined. Thus, Lovibond (1969) measured the electrodermal component of the OR to a light stimulus. The response declined when the light was presented without a consequence, and it also did so when the light was followed by a tone on all trials. Importantly, however, habituation of the OR was much attenuated when the tone was presented following the light on a random 50% of trials. Thus, the OR declines when the outcome of the stimulus is consistent (either because there is no event or because the outcome is always the same), but the OR is maintained when the subject is uncertain about the outcome of the eliciting stimulus. This aspect of the OR directly tracks the value of \( \alpha \) that is expected according to the Pearce-Hall (1980) model, or, for the case in which there is no outcome, the version of the model proposed by Hall and Rodríguez (2010). Experiments with rats (reviewed by Pearce & Hall, 1992) investigating the behavioural OR to the brief illumination of a discrete light stimulus have confirmed the generality of these effects.

The functional significance of the OR is widely accepted as being attentional (e.g., Sokolov, 1963; Spinks & Siddle, 1983), controlling changes in information processing. It is no surprise, then, to find that it tracks changes in a parameter (\( \alpha \)) that controls ‘attention-for-learning’. Equally, it should be no surprise to discover that other URs show different properties. The defensive response (DR) evoked by many novel stimuli seems to function to reduce rather than enhance interaction with the stimulus. After a recent review of the relevant literature, Hall and Rodríguez (2017) concluded that habituation of URs such as the DR obeys different rules from those governing the OR. As with the OR, repeated presentation of the eliciting stimulus on its own produces a decline in the DR. But the effect of presenting the stimulus followed by a consistent consequence is rather different. As we have noted, with this procedure, the OR also shows habituation; in contrast, the evidence reviewed by Hall and Rodríguez showed that the DR tends to be maintained in these circumstances. Thus, this UR does not track associability; rather, it seems to be sensitive to the extent to which its eliciting stimulus is associated with some other event.

That a defensive UR should show this property accords with the interpretation of the effects of the habituation training procedure with which we began this section. Recall that our account of stimulus exposure is in essence a version of extinction in which the initial expectation of an event comes to be negated primarily by acquisition of an opposing association with the ‘no event’ representation. Prior to training, the stimulus is capable of evoking a response (likely to be defensive, if aversive events are represented among the nodes activated). The response will decline as extinction progresses. But if such extinction is not possible, because the target stimulus is reliably followed by another event, the stimulus will remain effective in evoking a UR. It appears that some aspect of the attention governed by a stimulus declines when the stimulus predicts nothing but is maintained when it predicts a consequence.

**Two forms of attention**

The developing argument points in the direction of the need to allow (at least) two forms of attention: one concerned with learning and another with performance. There is nothing novel in this proposal. For many years, Holland and his collaborators (e.g., Holland & Gallagher, 1999; Holland & Schiffino, 2016) have made a distinction between attention in learning, the value of which is determined by the predictive validity of the stimulus (prediction error), and attention in action, which is determined by the strength of the stimulus in predicting a consequence. They have provided evidence from studies of the function of the prefrontal and parietal cortex in support of the distinction (e.g., Maddux, Kerfoot, Chatterjee, & Holland, 2007).

We have considered several different ways in which this interpretation might be formalized. For the time being, we will pursue the implications of the following proposal. The formal model of Pearce and Hall (1980; also Hall & Rodríguez, 2010) includes two parameters associated with a CS: associability (\( \alpha \)) and salience (\( S \)). The first form of attention, attention for learning, follows the rules for change in \( \alpha \) put forward in the Pearce-Hall (1980) model. We now propose that \( S \) can change too. We will assume that a novel stimulus has a given initial level of salience (determining the attention paid to it at a perceptual level and also its ability to evoke responding). Effective salience is assumed to decline as the extinction process that constitutes habituation occurs, but it is maintained if the target
stimulus is associated with some other event. We now explore the implications of these notions in the context of attempting to provide an explanation of perceptual learning effects.

**Application to perceptual learning**

In what follows, we apply the principles just outlined to the effects of preexposure to the usual stimuli, AX and BX. These principles concern the changes that will occur in S and α as a consequence of what a stimulus predicts. In this form of preexposure the stimuli are, of course, presented without consequences. Earlier in this article, in considering how to apply Mackintosh’s 1975, theory to these procedures, we allowed it the freedom of considering within-stimulus associations rather than stimulus-consequence associations. For the time being, however, we will restrict ourselves to a more literal interpretation, considering the changes that occur to A, B and X as a result of intermixed exposure to AX and BX, when each is followed by no other event. The observation of central interest is that generalization between AX and BX is reduced by this event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative). [Note that the use of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of S to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is positive) or its absence (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative).

These assumptions are compatible with the notion (as adopted, for example, by the original Pearce-Hall, 1980, model) that the salience of a stimulus is influenced by its intensity. As in Hall and Rodríguez (2010), we assume that an intense stimulus will activate initially a strong expectation that some event is going to occur on that trial (V_{event}−V_{no \ event}). Note that the magnitude of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of S to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is positive) or its absence (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative).

These assumptions are compatible with the notion (as adopted, for example, by the original Pearce-Hall, 1980, model) that the salience of a stimulus is influenced by its intensity. As in Hall and Rodríguez (2010), we assume that an intense stimulus will activate initially a strong expectation that some event is going to occur on that trial (V_{event}−V_{no \ event}). Note that the magnitude of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of S to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is positive) or its absence (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative).

These assumptions are compatible with the notion (as adopted, for example, by the original Pearce-Hall, 1980, model) that the salience of a stimulus is influenced by its intensity. As in Hall and Rodríguez (2010), we assume that an intense stimulus will activate initially a strong expectation that some event is going to occur on that trial (V_{event}−V_{no \ event}). Note that the magnitude of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of S to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is positive) or its absence (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative).

These assumptions are compatible with the notion (as adopted, for example, by the original Pearce-Hall, 1980, model) that the salience of a stimulus is influenced by its intensity. As in Hall and Rodríguez (2010), we assume that an intense stimulus will activate initially a strong expectation that some event is going to occur on that trial (V_{event}−V_{no \ event}). Note that the magnitude of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of S to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is positive) or its absence (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative).

These assumptions are compatible with the notion (as adopted, for example, by the original Pearce-Hall, 1980, model) that the salience of a stimulus is influenced by its intensity. As in Hall and Rodríguez (2010), we assume that an intense stimulus will activate initially a strong expectation that some event is going to occur on that trial (V_{event}−V_{no \ event}). Note that the magnitude of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of S to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is positive) or its absence (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative).

These assumptions are compatible with the notion (as adopted, for example, by the original Pearce-Hall, 1980, model) that the salience of a stimulus is influenced by its intensity. As in Hall and Rodríguez (2010), we assume that an intense stimulus will activate initially a strong expectation that some event is going to occur on that trial (V_{event}−V_{no \ event}). Note that the magnitude of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of S to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is positive) or its absence (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative).

These assumptions are compatible with the notion (as adopted, for example, by the original Pearce-Hall, 1980, model) that the salience of a stimulus is influenced by its intensity. As in Hall and Rodríguez (2010), we assume that an intense stimulus will activate initially a strong expectation that some event is going to occur on that trial (V_{event}−V_{no \ event}). Note that the magnitude of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of S to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is positive) or its absence (i.e., when V_{event}−V_{no \ event} is negative).

**Outline of the model**

We take as our starting point the model formalized by Hall and Rodriguez (2010) for nonreinforced stimulus preexposure. According to this, a novel stimulus will evoke the expectation that some event will follow; that is, there is a stimulus–event association that has some initial strength (V_{event}). This expectation is contradicted, in nonreinforced preexposure, by the fact that no event follows the stimulus. Such exposure results in the development of a stimulus–no event association (V_{no \ event}) that acts to oppose the existing stimulus–event association. Its growth over successive trials is given by the following equation

\[ \Delta V_{no \ event} = S \alpha \lambda_{no \ event} \]  

where \( S \) represents the stimulus salience, \( \alpha \) is the associability and \( \lambda_{no \ event} \) represents the inhibitory reinforcer. This equation exactly parallels that used by Pearce and Hall (1980) to describe the formation of CS–no US associations during extinction.

The critical feature of the present account that distinguishes it from that of Pearce and Hall (1980) (and of Hall & Rodriguez, 2010) is that here it is assumed that both the multiplicative factors (\( S \) and \( \alpha \)) that determine the processing received by the stimulus are variable. In line with the original Pearce-Hall model, the value of \( \alpha \) changes according to this equation

\[ \alpha_n = \lambda_{event} - (\sum V_{event} - \sum V_{no \ event})^{n-1} \]  

where the associability of the stimulus on trial \( n \), \( \alpha_n \), is determined by the absolute value of the discrepancy between \( \lambda_{event} \) (which will be zero during nonreinforced preexposure trials) and the total strength of the expectation that some event was going to occur (\( \sum V_{event} - \sum V_{no \ event} \)) as determined by all the stimuli present on trial \( n - 1 \). We now add the further proposal that stimulus salience can also change and will do so according to the associative value of the stimulus. We suggest that salience depends on the ability of the stimulus to activate the expectancy of occurrence of some event. A novel intense stimulus will arouse such an expectation readily, but this will diminish with nonreinforced exposure. We have attempted to capture this notion with the following equation

\[ S_n = \left| V_{event} - V_{no \ event} \right| \]  

where the salience (\( S \)) of a stimulus on a given trial, \( n \), is equated with the net strength with which it activates the expectation that some event is going to occur on that trial (\( V_{event} - V_{no \ event} \)). Note that the use of the absolute value in this case allows the magnitude of \( S \) to be independent of whether the stimulus anticipates the occurrence of some event (i.e., when \( V_{event} - V_{no \ event} \) is positive) or its absence (i.e., when \( V_{event} - V_{no \ event} \) is negative).

These assumptions are compatible with the notion (as adopted, for example, by the original Pearce-Hall, 1980, model) that the salience of a stimulus is influenced by its intensity. As in Hall and Rodríguez (2010), we assume that an intense stimulus will activate initially a strong expectation that some event will occur, and that it will therefore have a high initial salience. What the current formalization captures is the notion that initial salience is later modulated by experience. Finally, also in line with the analysis of inhibition offered by Pearce and Hall (1980), we specify that the magnitude of the inhibitory reinforcer depends on the degree to which an event that does not occur was expected, that is

\[ \lambda_{no \ event} = \sum V_{event} - \sum V_{no \ event} \]  

where \( \sum V \) represents the summed associative strength of all stimuli present.

**Intermixed versus blocked preexposure**

We now use these equations to simulate the effects of eight trials of nonreinforced exposure to each of two compound stimuli, AX and BX, with the following parameters. For both A and B, the initial values of \( S \), \( \alpha \) and \( V_{event} \) were set at 0.4, 0.5 and 0.4, respectively. For X, the initial values of \( S \), \( \alpha \) and \( V_{event} \) were set at 0.8, 0.5 and 0.8, respectively. For AX and BX the initial value for net \( V_{event} \) of .4 assumed starting values of \( V_{event} = .5 \) and of \( V_{no \ event} = .1 \). For X, the initial value for net \( V_{event} \) of .8 assumed an initial \( V_{event} = 1 \) and
initial $V_\text{no event} = 2$. Since the intensity of the stimulus is represented in the starting value of $S$, we decided (in contrast to the original Pearce-Hall 1980 model) to use a common starting value for all stimuli for $a$. The $S$ values chosen for the various stimulus elements were intended to reflect the case in which the stimuli are difficult to discriminate because the common features shared by AX and BX (X) are relatively salient. For the intermixed condition (INT in Figure 1), the schedule of the stimulus presentations was strictly alternated (AX, BX, AX, . . .); for the blocked condition (BLK in Figure 1), the schedule of presentations consisted of a block of eight AX presentations followed by a block of eight BX presentations.

Figure 1 shows the progressive decline in salience ($S$) and in associability ($\alpha$) for A, B and X, across the exposure trials. As can be seen, X suffers a faster and deeper loss of salience in the INT than in the BLK condition. The source of this effect is found on the early trials of exposure, when, in the INT condition, X is presented on alternate trials with a different partner (A or B), but is always presented with the same partner (A, in the particular case we have chosen to simulate) in the BLK condition. During this phase, the partners of X in the INT condition (i.e., A and B) are each presented on only half the trials, whereas the partner of X in the BLK condition is continuously presented on these early trials. This means that A (and B) suffers less habituation in the INT than in the BLK condition. Varying the elements presented from trial to trial ensures a more powerful activation of the expectancy of the occurrence of some event in the INT than in the BLK condition. As a consequence, during the first half of the trials when the alpha of X is still relatively high, the inhibitory reinforcer (equation (4)) is larger in the INT than in the BLK condition. The consequence is that extinction of the X-event association (according to equation (1)) is faster in the INT condition, resulting in faster loss of salience according to equation (3). During the second half of trials, the introduction of a new partner in the BLK condition will restore to some extent the associability of X and the value of the inhibitory reinforcer. An implication of this analysis – that the BLK condition in which AX trials precede BX trials should differ from that in which the trial types are presented in the reverse order – has been the subject of experimental test. Results have been mixed. Symonds and Hall (1995) found no difference between the two conditions; Espinet, Caramés, and Chamizo (2011), on the contrary, found that generalization between AX and BX was less after AX–BX training than after BX–AX training. The matter remains unresolved for the time being.

To summarize, the effects shown by this simulation are due to two of our central assumptions: (1) reductions in salience and associability of a stimulus (the source of habituation and of latent inhibition) directly depend on extinction of the initial expectancy that an event will follow the stimulus and (2) the rate to which this extinction occurs depends on the aggregate activation of that expectancy which determines the value of the inhibitory reinforcer (equation (4)) and the value of the stimulus associability (equation (2)). The INT and BLK conditions generate different patterns of activation of the aggregate activation of the expectancy that an event will occur, thus generating different habituation and latent inhibition effects for A, B and X.

It now remains to demonstrate that these changes in the properties of A, B and X mean that discrimination between AX and BX is superior after intermixed than after blocked exposure. We assume that the initial similarity of the stimuli, and thus the degree of generalization between them, will be determined by the proportion of features they hold in common and the salience of those features. Thus, following Pearce (1987), we propose that the similarity between AX and BX, their ‘similarity ratio’ $AXSIM_{BX}$, will be as follows

$$AXSIM_{BX} = \frac{S_X}{S_A + S_X} * \frac{S_X}{S_B + S_X}$$

How will this ratio change as a result of exposure to the stimuli? The result of our simulation on this ratio is presented in Figure 2. It shows that preexposure of either type reduces similarity, but that the effect is more marked in the INT than in the BLK condition.

This outcome allows the present model to explain the intermixed-blocked effects found in procedures involving direct test of discrimination, such as the same/different judgements often used with human participants (see Mitchell & Hall, 2014). We must also consider the procedure usually used with animal subjects, which involves a phase of conditioning to AX followed by a generalization test with BX. We ran further simulations for this case, in which differences in $a$ as well as in salience will play a
role. Figure 3 shows changes in the associative strength of A and of X over the course of three conditioning trials given after INT or BLK prior exposure. Since the expectation of some event following A extinguishes more rapidly during preexposure in the BLK than in the INT condition, A starts the conditioning phase evoking a greater expectancy (and thus with greater salience) in the INT than in the BLK condition (c1 in the left panel of the figure). Although in both conditions, the occurrence of the US (i.e., an event) restores the associability of A on the subsequent conditioning trials (c2 and c3), the maintained greater salience of A in the INT condition ensures rapid acquisition. Similar considerations apply to learning about X (right panel of Figure 3). The initial difference in $V_{\text{event}}$, and therefore in salience, on the first trial (c1) will promote the gradual increase in differences between conditions on the subsequent trials. Critically, it is predicted that the common features X (from which direct generalization depends) will acquire less strength in the INT than in the BLK condition; also, that the unique feature A will acquire more strength in the INT than in the BLK condition. We thus anticipate the intermixed-blocked effect in those animal procedures in which generalization of the conditioning to AX is measured.

Figure 1. Simulations of the effects of preexposure on the salience and the associability ($\alpha$) of the elements of the compound stimuli AX and BX, presented according to a blocked (BLK) or an intermixed (INT) schedule.
The simulations just presented used parameter values intended to represent the likely state of affairs (specifically, a salient common, X, element, and less salient distinctive, A and B, elements) that will hold for most studies of perceptual learning. We have, however, explored a range of other starting values. In all cases, the similarity between AX and BX is less after intermixed than after blocked training, although, as may be expected, the size of the effect diminishes as the salience of X is reduced and that of A and B is increased.

Conclusion

The model we have just presented is in its early stages and we do not pretend that, as it currently stands, it provides a satisfactory solution to all instances of perceptual learning, let alone the wide range of procedures used in studies of animal learning, that have been thought to engage attentional learning processes. For example, the original Hall-Rodríguez (2010) model was devised specifically to deal with latent inhibition and did so satisfactorily in terms of changes in $\alpha$ and the development of stimulus–no event associations. We now need to explore the effects on our predictions about latent inhibition of adding changes in salience to the theoretical mix. Again, ours is an example of a two-factor theory of attention allowing, in our case, changes in both associability and salience. Other theories of this general type (which admittedly do not usually address the issue of perceptual learning directly) have been successful in dealing with the positive transfer that can follow training on a reinforced discrimination task (as in the ease with which an intradimensional shift may be learned, or in the phenomenon known as learned predictiveness). A well-worked-out example is that proposed by George and Pearce (2012), which deals neatly with the cases just mentioned. Like our account, it makes use of two principal parameters, one reflecting salience and determined, essentially, by the associative strength of the stimulus and a second reflecting the ease with which the stimulus will enter into associations and determined by rules akin to those proposed in the Pearce-Hall (1980) model. The successes of the model of George and Pearce gives hope that application of our own, rather similar account, will prove no less successful.

That is for the future. It is appropriate to conclude by looking back and saying something about the origins of the theories currently being developed. What is clear is that, in spite of their various differences, from each other, and from Mackintosh (1975), they all have their roots in the approach proposed by the latter. Central to this theory was the notion that the properties of a stimulus would change in a way that was determined by the way in which it predicted its consequences. In attempting to deal with perceptual learning, both Hall (2003) and Mackintosh (e.g., McLaren &
Mackintosh, 2000) gave consideration to the notion that other associations – those involved in the target stimulus coming to be predicted by some other event – might be of importance. Such associations are certainly worth our consideration in some contexts (see, for example, Wagner, 1979, 1981), but it is interesting to see how far we can get in the analysis of perceptual learning, without departing from the essence of Mackintosh’s (1975) theory.

Should we still be following in his footsteps? We cannot resist quoting William James’ (1890) views on an eminent psychologist of an earlier age (Fechner), of whom he said,

... it would be terrible if even such a dear old man as this could saddle our Science forever with his patent whimsies, and ... compel all future students to plough through the difficulties, not only of his own works, but of the still drier ones written in his refutation ... (p. 549)

We would plead that, however dry our refutations (or amendments), the original works of Mackintosh are well written and do not present difficulties that must be ‘ploughed through’. And we may go on, and quote the rest of James’ (1890) view, not in the spirit of mockery to be found in the original, but as a genuine statement of our debt:

... Fechner’s [Mackintosh’s] critics ... always feel bound, after smiting his theories hip and thigh and leaving not a stick of them standing, to wind up by saying that nevertheless to him belongs the imperishable glory, of first formulating them and thereby turning psychology [or, at least the analysis of the role of attention in associative learning] into an exact science ... (p. 549)
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Notes
1. Although some later theorists have found it useful to suppose that the value of α might influence performance (e.g. Le, Pelley, Suret, & Beesley, 2009), Mackintosh (1975) noted that there was no good evidence to favour the idea and that ‘until such evidence is provided, it would be reasonable to suggest that α may simply be a learning-rate parameter, with no effect on the control of behavior’ (p. 294).

2. For the purposes of this simulation, we made the simplifying assumption of treating conditioning as the formation of an association between the stimulus and ‘an event’ (which equates to the US of motivational significance in animal learning). The ‘event’ was given a value of 1.

3. There is danger of terminological confusion here. The parameter that we, following Mackintosh (1975), refer to as associability and symbolize by α is referred to by George and Pearce (2012) to as ‘conditionability’ and is symbolized by $\sigma$ (an unfortunate choice, to the extent that the Greek ‘s’ might put one in mind of ‘salience’). Even more unfortunate is that the symbol they use for salience is (of all things) α. Note also that these same symbols are used (differently) by Le Pelley (2004), with α representing ‘attentional associability’ and $\sigma$ representing ‘salience associability’.
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